Abstract. In this paper we use a splitting technique to develop new multiscale basis functions for the multiscale finite element method (MsFEM). The multiscale basis functions are iteratively generated using a Green's kernel. The Green's kernel is based on the first differential operator of the splitting. The proposed MsFEM is applied to deterministic elliptic equations and stochastic elliptic equations, and we show that the proposed MsFEM can considerably reduce the dimension of the random parameter space for stochastic problems. By combining the method with sparse grid collocation methods, the need for a prohibitive number of deterministic solves is alleviated. We rigorously analyze the convergence of the proposed method for both deterministic and stochastic elliptic equations. Computational complexity discussions are also offered to supplement the convergence analysis. A number of numerical results are presented to confirm the theoretical findings.
1. Introduction. Many fundamental and practical scientific problems involve a wide range of length scales. Typical examples may include subsurface flows and geophysical domains with microscopic structures. Because there exist both natural randomness and lack of knowledge about the physical properties, it is often necessary to incorporate uncertainties into the model inputs. One way to address the uncertainties is to model the random inputs as a random field/process, and in turn, such problems are often modeled as stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs). Then the model's output can be accurately predicted by efficiently solving the associated SPDEs. It is challenging to solve the SPDEs when the random inputs vary over multiple scales in space and contain inherent uncertainties. The interest in developing stochastic multiscale methods for the SPDEs has steadily grown in recent years (see e.g., [9, 13, 14, 21, 26] ).
Let Ω be a set of outcomes and D be a bounded domain in R d with a Lipschitz boundary. We consider the stochastic elliptic boundary value problem: seek a random field u(x, ω) :D × Ω −→ R such that u(x, ω) almost surely (a.s) satisfies the following equation
where k(x, ω) is a scalar random field. In particular, we assume that k(x, ω) exhibits heterogeneity in multiple scales over space. Since k(x, ω) varies over different spatial scales, resolving the finest scale is not computationally feasible. Thus, we use multiscale methods. In practice, a high dimensional random field can be used to approximate the stochastic field k(x, ω), yet computing the statistical output quantities of interest remains a difficult task.
During the last decade several multiscale methods have been developed, see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 17, 18] . The idea of multiscale methods is to divide the fine scale field into many local sub-problems and solve these in order to form a global coarse scale equation. This leads to a coarse scale equation in which the fine scale effects are taken into account. One such multiscale method is the Multiscale Finite Element Method (MsFEM) [15] . The main idea of MsFEM is to incorporate the small-scale information into the finite element basis functions and capture their effects on the large scale through the discrete variational formulation. In many cases, the multiscale basis functions can be pre-computed and used repeatedly in subsequent computations with different source terms, boundary conditions and even modified coefficients.
The goal in this paper is to quantify the uncertainty through computing the statistical moments (e.g., expectation and variance) of the stochastic solution. We note that the variance of the solution gives a measure for confidence of the solution expectation. Numerical solution strategies for stochastic PDEs generally follow three main steps. First, the random inputs are approximately parameterized by a finite number of random variables. This can be achieved by a truncated Karhunen-Loève expansion and/or truncated polynomial chaos expansion [25] . Second, a numerical approximation for the resulting high-dimensional deterministic PDE is used to approximate the solution with the respective input parameters. Finally, the solution is reconstructed as a random field and the statistical quantities of interest are computed. The second step is most difficult because the PDEs involve high-dimensional random parameter inputs. There exist many methods for the second step. A broad survey of these methods can be found in [22, 25] . Among these methods, Monte Carlo and stochastic collocation methods have been extensively studied and widely used. Monte Carlo methods and stochastic collocation methods generate completely decoupled systems, each of which is the same size as the deterministic system. This is suitable for parallel computing and amendable for relatively high-dimensional random inputs. In a Monte Carlo context, a large number of samples are randomly chosen and separate solves for each of the samples are used to determine the statistical behavior of solutions. However, a limitation is that convergence of Monte Carlo methods is usually slow. Unlike Monte Carlo methods, stochastic collocation requires independent solves at fixed collocation points which are specifically chosen. In turn, this type of method has the capability to provide better accuracy than Monte Carlo with a fewer number of realizations. Moreover, to overcome the curse of dimensionality imposed by highdimensional input parameters, we can use Smolyak sparse grids (see e.g., [7, 23, 24] ) to reduce the number of collocation points. In this paper, we consider the Monte Carlo method and the Smolyak sparse grid collocation method for stochastic approximation.
In the paper, we consider both multiscale features and uncertainties simultaneously. A main focus is the use of a resourceful splitting technique to compute MsFEM basis functions. For the problem (1.1), we assume that the coefficient k can be split into two parts, k = k 0 + k 1 . We then construct Green's functions using the differential operator associated with k 0 . The Green's functions are used to construct a sequence of multiscale "bubble functions," which are employed to build the multiscale basis functions for MsFEM in an iterative manner. The Green's function technique provides an modified framework to compute the bubble functions, and is suitable for parallel computing due to the independent construction. The splitting of k is flex-ible and can be easily controlled to lead to fast convergence of the bubble function sequence. Compared to standard MsFEM [15] , the proposed MsFEM approach can accurately approximate multiscale solutions. The new multiscale approach is applied to SPDEs and may result in new stochastic multiscale methods. Since the Green's functions essentially generate the MsFEM basis functions, this will reduce the dimension of random parameter space if the dimension of the random field for k 0 is smaller than that of the random field for k. We note that using Karhunen-Loève expansion or polynomial chaos expansion usually yields an inherent splitting. The new MsFEM can efficiently solve SPDEs with high-dimensional input parameters, and combining the approach with sparse grid collocation methods alleviates the need for a prohibitive number of deterministic solves. We present convergence analysis of the proposed Ms-FEM approach for deterministic elliptic equations and stochastic elliptic equations. Complexity analysis is also presented for deterministic MsFEM basis functions and stochastic MsFEM basis functions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the splitting technique which is used to compute the new MsFEM basis functions for deterministic elliptic PDEs, and provide the associated computational algorithm. In Section 3, convergence analysis is rigorously derived for deterministic elliptic PDEs. Section 4 is devoted to the applications to stochastic elliptic PDEs. We present convergence analysis and complexity analysis using stochastic collocation methods in the section. In Section 5, a number of numerical examples are presented to confirm the theoretical results. Some conclusions and closing remarks are made in Section 6.
A new approach for MsFEM basis functions.
We consider the deterministic elliptic equation
where k is a heterogenous scalar function. We note that our method can immediately be extended to the case of tensor coefficient function. We assume that k admits the splitting,
where k(x) and k 0 (x) are bounded below and above, specifically,
Here, k 0 often represents the coarse scale information of k, and k 1 the fine scale information of k. The multiscale finite element method (MsFEM) for Eq. (2.1) was introduced in [15] and further analyzed in [16] . The key ingredient of MsFEM is the construction of an appropriate multiscale finite dimensional space in which the solution is sought. In particular, the fine scale heterogeneity in k will be imbedded in this finite dimensional space. This information is incorporated into the coarse scale formulation through the coarse scale stiffness matrix. In this section, we develop a MsFEM basis function, which is constructed in a different way from the previous works (e.g., [4, 15] ).
We introduce some notation for presentation.
is the usual Sobolev space equipped with norm · 1,D and seminorm | · | 1,D . In the paper, (·, ·) is the usual L 2 inner product. We define an energy norm on a sub-domain
We let T h be a quasi-uniform partition of Ω and K be a representative coarse mesh with diam(K) = h K . Let h = max{h K , K ∈ T h }.
2.1. Series approximation of multiscale basis functions. Following [15] , we define the standard multiscale basis functions by φ K,i for vertices i = 1, . . . , d of coarse cell K, which satisfy
where l K,i is the boundary condition associated with node i. There exist some options for the boundary condition l K,i (see [16, 11, 20] [20] . We define the finite element space for the standard MsFEM by
We note that the idea of using basis functions satisfying certain differential equations has been used before, see e.g. [4, 19] and the references therein. Since we discuss a generic multiscale basis function, hereafter, we will remove the subindex K and i from (2.3) for simplicity of presentation. Next we use the splitting (2.2) to derive a new MsFEM basis function. On each coarse cell K ∈ T h , we define a projection operator Π :
The definition of Π implies √ k 0 ∇Πv 0,K ≤ √ k 0 ∇v 0,K . We extend the function for the boundary condition in (2.3) onto K and denote the extended function by l. Let φ = (I − Π)l + ξ, where I is the identity operator. Then by (2.3) we can derive an equation for ξ
We are going to construct a series to approximate ξ. To this end, we setξ 0 to satisfy
Then we recursively define a sequence of functionξ j , j = 1, 2, 3, · · · which satisfies
The function Πl and the sequence {ξ j } are "bubble functions" containing microstructure information, which are localized to a coarse cell by imposing zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let ξ J = J j=0ξ j . We define the new multiscale basis function φ J := (I − Π)l + ξ J and the finite element space for the new MsFEM by
Computational approach for the new MsFEM basis functions.
Since the proposed multiscale basis function is defined as φ J = (I − Π)l + J j=0ξ j , the computation of φ J depends on the construction of Πl and the bubble sequence {ξ j } J j=0 . We find that Πl andξ j (j = 0, · · · , J) are all associated with the differential operator L 0 := −∇ · k 0 ∇. Moreover, Πl orξ j (j = 0, · · · , J) can be formally written as L −1 0f , wheref is the source term in the equation on Πl orξ j . It is well-known that Green's function can be viewed as generalized inverses of differential operators. We use Green's functions to obtain L −1 0 in the present work. As far as making an efficient implementation, we use the Green's function G(x, y) for the operator L 0 . The Green's function G(x, y) solves the equation
Since the Green's function G(x, y) offers the fundamental solution for the differential operator L 0 , the Green's function G(x, y) can efficiently generate Πl andξ j (j = 0, · · · , J). By Eq. (2.4), we have
Then we similarly computeξ 0 by performing
and computeξ k , k = 1, 2, 3, · · · , by performing
To discuss the complexity of computation for the proposed MsFEM basis function, we investigate the computation in terms of matrix operations. We use the vector function
T , where ℓ p (x) (p = 1, · · · n K ) is a standard finite element basis function at the underlying vertex x p of a underlying fine grid in K.
Here n K is the number of the internal fine vertices in K. We define vectors v 0 and v 1 by 10) where ⊗ represents the tensor product. We use L 1 = −∇ · k 1 ∇ to denote the differential operator associated with k 1 . Let M 0 and M 1 be the stiffness matrices associated with the operators L 0 and L 1 , respectively. Then
We have the following theorem to represent Πl andξ j (j = 0, · · · , J) in the finite element space of fine grid. The notations Πl andξ j are slightly abused in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Let Πl(x) andξ j (x) (j = 0, · · · , J) be the finite element approximations on the underlying fine grid in K. Then
and for j = 0, · · · , J,
Proof. Let us still use G(x, y) to represent the numerical Green's function on the underlying fine grid. Then direct calculation implies that
Thanks to Eq. (2.9) and Eq. (2.14), it follows that
(2.16) Using Eq. (2.16), we obtaiñ
By repeating the procedure of (2.17), it follows immediately that for j = 2, · · · , J,
The proof is complete. We pre-compute vectors v 0 , v 1 and matrices M 0 , M 1 . Since v 0 , v 1 , M 0 and M 1 only depend on the local information in K, their construction is suitable for parallel computation. By Theorem 2.1, we obtain Πl(x) andξ j (x) (j = 0, · · · , J) by performing a direct matrix-vector multiplication. Moreover, we find that the computations of Πl(x) andξ j (x) (j = 0, · · · , J) are independent of each other and suitable for parallel computation as well. By Theorem 2.1, the numerical representation of φ J can be written as
(2.18) If we still use φ(x) to denote the numerical approximation of a standard MsFEM basis function in the underlying fine grid of K, then it is easy to show that 
Consequently, the last term in Eq. (2.18) is actually the truncated Neumann series. By the Neumann series and Eq. (2.18), if the spectral radius of (M 1 M −1 0 ) is less than 1, then φ J is convergent as J → ∞. This will be consistent with Assumption 3.1.
3. Convergence analysis for deterministic coefficient . We make the following assumption for convergence analysis.
Assumption 3.1. Assume that the splitting k = k 0 + k 1 on K satisfies
If the property of the splitting k1 k0 L ∞ (K) < 1 fails, then we can introduce a slightly modified splitting of k such that the assumption (3.1) is satisfied. As a matter of fact, we have the following proposition.
Let constant s satisfy the following inequality
Then the modified splitting k =k 0 +k 1 :
Consequently, the assumption (3.1) is satisfied. We note that the modified splitting, k =k 0 +k 1 , is essentially the same (up to a constant) as the original splitting, k = k 0 + k 1 . Now we provide the main convergence result for deterministic MsFEMs.
Thanks to the boundedness of k 0 and k, it follows thatc ≤ 2b1 a0 . By Theorem 3.2, it follows that
This shows convergence of the proposed MsFEM.
The arguments of the proof Theorem 3.2 include the following Lemma 3.6, Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.8. In the rest of the section, we will formulate these lemmas.
To describe and prove Lemma 3.6, we need a couple of lemmas. The following lemma gives an upper bound of the sequence {ξ j }.
Lemma 3.3. Letξ 0 andξ j (j = 1, 2, · · · ) solve Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), respectively. Then
where η K is defined in (3.1).
The proof of Lemma 3.3 is presented in Appendix A.
The following lemma shows that the sequence of the new MsFE basis functions converge to a standard MsFE basis function.
Lemma 3.4. The sequence of basis functions {φ J } is convergent. Moreover,
where φ solves the standard MsFE basis equation (2.3).
The proof of Lemma 3.4 is presented in Appendix B.
From the proof of Lemma 3.4, we can obtain an explicit convergence rate for φ J , which is stated as following:
where the constant C l = ∇l 0,K . The proof of Proposition 3.5 is presented in Appendix C. To describe Lemma 3.6, we need to introduce elliptic projection operators. Specifically, we define the elliptic projection Π h :
Similarly, the elliptic projection Π J,h :
Since lim J→∞ V J,h = V h by Lemma 3.4, the standard density argument [8] implies that lim J→∞ Π J,h = Π h . We can show that the projection operators Π h and Π J,h are self-adjoint and idempotent operators. Let u h and u J,h be the MsFEM solution in V h and V J,h , respectively, for Eq. (2.1). Then
Using Lemma 3.3 and the technique presented in [14] , we have the following result.
wherec and η are defined in Theorem 3.2.
Proof. For any u ∈ H 1 0 (D), we write
We define the operator T :
By (3.4), we have
(3.5) and (3.5) and the proof of Lemma 3.3, it follows that
This implies that
from which we get
By (3.7) and (3.8), it follows immediately that
Next we estimate (I − Π h )Π J,h u. By (3.6), we have
Combining (3.10) and (3.11) implies that
By (3.12) and (3.13), we have
Since |||Π J,h u||| K ≤ |||u||| K , it follows immediately that
Combining (3.9) and (3.14) completes the proof. A straightforward application of Theorem 3.6 in [14] gives rise to the following lemma.
Lemma 3.7. Let the inequality (3.3) in Lemma 3.6 hold. Then
wherec is defined in Lemma 3.6. Lemma 3.7 gives the first convergence result in Theorem 3.2.
Following the proof of Theorem 3.8 in [14] and Lemma 3.7, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.8. Let u be the solution to Eq. (2.1) and u h ∈ V h the standard MsFEM solution of Eq. (2.1). Then
Because u J,h = Π J,h u, the second convergence result in Theorem 3.2 follows Lemma 3.8 immediately.
4. Analysis for stochastic coefficient. We consider the stochastic elliptic equation (1.1). To make k(x, ω) positive, we consider a logarithmic stochastic field, k(x, ω) := exp(Y (x, ω)), where Y (x, ω) is a stochastic field with second moment.
We assume that Y (x, ω) admits the following truncated Karhunen-Loève expansion (see [25] for details), i.e.,
Then stochastic field k(x, ω) can be parameterized to a finite-dimensional random field k(x, Θ). We define the splitting of k(x, Θ) by
Convergence analysis.
In the subsection, we will present convergence analysis when the random field k(x, Θ) admits the splitting described in (4.2).
We define L 2 (Ω) to be the square integrable space with the probability measure ρ(Θ)dω, where ρ(Θ) is the joint probability density function of Θ. We can use Theorem 3.2 to derive an error estimate of the stochastic elliptic equation (1.1).
Theorem 4.1. Let u h and u J,h be the MsFEM solution of stochastic elliptic equation in space V h ×L 2 (Ω) and V J,h ×L 2 (Ω), respectively, for the stochastic equation
. Then we can show that
where
is piecewise analytic in D × D, then there exist positive constants C 0 independent of m and d (see [12] ) such that for given 0 < s <
Due to the inequality |e
The proof is completed. 
If the stochastic field Y (x, ω) is Gaussian, then its covariance function can analytically be extended to the whole complex plane C d , which is stronger than piecewise analytic. The eigenvalues {λ i } associated with Gaussian fields decay very fast. Consequently, 1 − E(m) will decay very fast as m increases. Due to central limit theorem, the Gaussian stochastic process is very interesting for applications.
For stochastic simulation, we can use Monte Carlo methods. The main disadvantage of Monte Carlo methods is slow convergence. To overcome the disadvantage, here we use stochastic collocation methods to discretize random parameter space. The proposed MsFEM is used to discretize the spatial variable. Combined with the new MsFEM, we develop modified stochastic collocation methods to reduce the dimension of the random parameter space. Computational complexity is addressed for the modified stochastic collocation method.
Stochastic collocation methods and random parameter space reduction.
In this subsection, we use stochastic collocation methods to discretize the random parameter space and show that combining the proposed multiscale method with stochastic collocation methods can reduce the dimension of the random parameter space, which is very important for simulations in high-dimensional random space.
Let
be s collocation points scattered in random parameter space associated with an interpolation operator I m . Let v(Θ 0 ) ∈ C(R m ) be a deterministic solution depending on random parameters Θ 0 . Then given a realization Θ 0 ∈ R m , the collocation solution v m is defined by v m (Θ 0 ) = I m v(Θ 0 ). We usually use the roots of an orthogonal polynomial (e.g., Hermite polynomial or Chebyshev polynomial) to find the interpolation points. One can select different collocation points and use a different interpolation operator I m to obtain different stochastic collocation methods, for example, full tensor product collocation [6] and Smolyak sparse grid collocation [7] .
Suppose that the Green's function G(x, y, Θ 0 ) in (2.8) depends on the random parameter Θ 0 ∈ R m and I m G(x, y, Θ 0 ) is the collocation solution for an arbitrary Θ 0 ∈ R m . For any arbitrary realization Θ := (Θ 0 , Θ 1 ) ∈ R m × R n−m , we define a modified interpolation operatorĨ m for Πl andξ j (j = 0, · · · , J). We define them as follows:
We note that we can get the value of k 0 (y, Θ 0 ) and do not employ interpolation I m for k 0 (y, Θ 0 ). Then we similarly computeĨ m [ξ 0 ] bỹ (G(x, y, Θ 0 ) ).
To address the complexity, we use matrix and inner products to discuss the computation of the interpolations in (4.5) and (4.6). Due to (2.12) and (4.5), it follows thatĨ
By (2.13) and (4.6), we have for j = 0, · · · , J, .3), then the basis function is φ := φ(x, Θ) for an arbitrary realization Θ ∈ R n . We interpolate the basis function φ(x, Θ) in the full random space R n (n > m). If n is large, the interpolation on R n is computationally expensive and prohibitive. If we use full tensor product collocation and polynomials with degree q for each component of Θ ∈ R n , then we have (q + 1) n collocation points for full-space interpolation. Consequently, we need to compute (q + 1)
n multiscale basis equations φ for each vertex for the collocation. However, if we use the technique of the Green's function for the new multiscale basis functions, then we have (q + 1) m collocation points and compute only (q + 1) m Green's functions (or Green's matrix M 0 ) to generate the proposed multiscale basis functions. Consequently, the ratio α f tc between the number of collocation points in the proposed multiscale basis function and in the standard multiscale basis function is
For example, if n = 20, m = 10 and q = 2, then the α f tc = 3 −10 . This means that the computational effort for using the proposed multiscale method may be considerably decreased compared to the standard multiscale method when the full tensor product collocation is employed.
Let H(n+L, n) denote the interpolation nodes for Smolyak sparse grid collocation [7] at dimension n and interpolation level L. Although Smolyak sparse grid collocation requires much fewer nodes than the full tensor product collocation to achieve the similar accuracy, the number of nodes H(n+L, n) increases very quickly as n increases. The ratio α f tc between the number of collocation points in the proposed multiscale basis function and in the standard multiscale basis function is given by
where we have used the fact
Smolyak sparse grid collocation is known to have the same asymptotic accuracy as full tensor product collocation, while requiring many fewer interpolation points as the parameter dimension increases. We will use Smolyak sparse grid collocation for the numerical tests. The stochastic approximation of the Smolyak sparse grid collocation method, v − I m v , depends on the total number of sparse grid collocation nodes and the dimension m of the random parameter space. The convergence analysis in [23] implies that the convergence of Smolyak sparse grid collocation with respect to the number of Smolyak nodes is exponential, but depends on the parameter dimension m. If m >> 1, then the exponential convergence rate behaves algebraically.
Using the modified stochastic collocation method described in (4.5) and (4.6), we define the corresponding collocation basis functionφ
Letũ J,h be the collocation solution using the basisφ J (x, Θ). Then the total error || √
. It can be formally expressed by
and e col = e col (J, m, L). There exists a trade-off between the splitting error e spl and the collocation error e col . The numerical results in Section 5 illustrate the finding. Using the proposed stochastic collocation methods, computation of the MsFEM basis functionφ J is summarized in Algorithm 2.
5. Numerical Results. In this section we offer a number of representative numerical results to verify the analysis and evaluate the performance of the proposed method.
Deterministic basis function.
To begin, we consider the analysis offered in Sect. 3. In particular, we are initially interested in verifying the convergence properties of a single, deterministic basis function as described in Lemma. 3.4 (or Prop. 3.5). In this subsection we consider two distinct cases of coefficient examples. We first consider a coefficient generated by a Karhunen-Loève expansion and a coefficient constructed from a log-normal distribution. See To generate the first test coefficient on an arbitrary coarse element K we employ the KLE expansion from Eq. (4.1). In our case we use the correlation function
where σ 2 is the variance, and l x , l y denote the correlation lengths in the x− and y−directions, respectively. We consider an elliptic coefficient which is generated on a 30 × 30 mesh. For the variance we use σ 2 = 2.25 and for the correlation lengths we use l x = 0.2 and l y = 0.05. For all examples we truncate the original KL expansion at n = 20 terms to obtain the full coefficient k = k 0 + k 1 . Then, in order to split the coefficient accordingly, we may choose a variety of m values and employ Eq. (4.2) for the splitting. For example, we may use m = 5 terms to obtain k 0 , and k 1 = k − k 0 . See Fig. 5.2 for a representative example of a KLE coefficient splitting. As the initial analysis is built in a deterministic setting, we use the same, fixed θ i (i = 1, . . . , n) in (4.2) for all related examples. To begin, we recall the error estimate
and set we illustrate two cases of splitting where η K = k1 k0 L ∞ (K) < 1. These examples result from the cases where m = 15 and m = 17 terms are used in the KLE splitting. First, it is important to note that the bounds presented in the analysis are clearly represented in the figure. In particular, for either case we see that the energy norm of the error is always bounded above by the theoretical estimate provided in Eq. (5.2). We also note that as J (the number of terms in the approximate basis function sequence) increases the error and associated bounds rapidly decrease. This behavior is expected as the term η J+1 K quickly decreases as J increases. We also point out that a smaller value of η K yields a tighter bound. To conclude this coefficient example, we offer an illustration of the actual basis functions which are obtained through the proposed computational method. Fig. 5.4 includes the benchmark basis function φ as well as φ J (J = 0, 1, 2) from the sequence {φ J }. We also plot the benchmark perturbation φ − l and φ J − l for J = 0, 1, 2. All plots were obtained from the case where m = 5 terms were used in the KLE splitting. We note that for a relatively pronounced splitting, we see a noticeable convergence trend.
To generate a second test coefficient on an arbitrary coarse element K we assume that the full coefficient k follows a log-normal distribution. That is, we assume that ln (k(x)) = Y (x, ω), where Y (x, ω) is a normal random variable with zero mean and variance one. We also assume that ln (k 0 (x)) = s c Y (x, ω), where s c is the strength factor which will determine the final splitting k = k 0 + k 1 . In particular, we set To validate the convergence properties outlined in Thm. 3.4, we consider two approaches and recall the estimate from Eq. (5.2). In Fig. 5.6 we illustrate two representative plots of splitting where η K = k1 k0 L ∞ (K) < 1. These examples result from the cases where strength factors of s c = 0.90 and s c = 0.94 are used in the log-normal coefficient splitting. As before, we note that the bounds presented in the analysis are clearly represented in the figure. For either case we see that the energy norm of the error is always bounded above by the theoretical estimate provided, and that as J increases, the error and associated bounds decrease rapidly. Here, we are also interested in the rate of convergence offered in Eq. (5.2). To address this, we fix a value of J and plot η K vs. |||φ − φ J ||| K on the log scale. Fig 5.7 illustrates the log plots as well as the slopes obtained from a linear trend line. In this case we obtain slopes which are close to the value of J + 2. In particular, for J = 0 we obtain a slope of 1.8, for J = 2 we obtain a slope of 3.7 and for J = 4 we obtain a slope of 5.6. These results are consistent with the convergence rate results from Prop. 3.5. In To conclude these coefficient examples, we offer a representative illustration of the actual basis functions which are obtained through the proposed computational method. Fig. 5.8 includes the benchmark basis function φ as well as φ J (J = 0, 4, 8) from the sequence {φ J }. We also plot the benchmark perturbation values φ − l and φ J − l for J = 0, 4, 8. All plots were obtained from the case where a strength factor of s c = 0.4 is used in the coefficient splitting. We note that this is a rather extreme splitting where k 0 is much less heterogenous compared to k 1 (refer back to Fig. 5.5 ) for the original log-normal coefficient configuration. The figure illustrates that successive approximations offer an accurate counterpart to the benchmark basis and perturbation values.
Deterministic elliptic solution.
In this subsection we assess the convergence of the respective solutions of Eq. (2.1). In particular, we are interested in comparisons between the standard MsFEM solution u h ∈ V h , and the proposed Ms-FEM solution u J,h ∈ V J,h . We first recall that Thm. 3.2 suggests convergence of u J,h to u h as J → ∞. In order to verify this theoretical result we test two separate permeability configurations. In particular, we use a KL expansion (with a set of fixed random parameters), and a single realization of a log-normal field analogous to those First, we consider a KLE coefficient which is posed on 120 × 120, 240 × 240, and 360 × 360 fine meshes. For the variance we use σ 2 = 2.25 and for the correlation lengths we use l x = 0.7 and l y = 0.04, respectively (see Eq. (5.1)). For all examples we truncate the original KL expansion at n = 20 terms to obtain the full coefficient k = k 0 + k 1 . In order to test the convergence properties in Thm. 3.2 we are interested in computing a variety of proposed MsFEM solutions u J,h (for J = 1, . . .). Then, we compute the energy norm |||u h − u J,h ||| and the associated bound B u := (c)
1/2 |||u|||. We note that for |||u|||, we compute the energy norm of the standard FEM elliptic solution. Fig. 5 .10 illustrates the energy norm values and bounds for increasing J values, and two different KLE splitting configurations (m = 16 and m = 18). We note that, as before, a smaller η value yields a tighter bound. In addition, we see the pronounced convergence of the proposed MsFEM solution. Leaving the coarse mesh intact, Fig. 5 .10 also serves to illustrate the effect that different local meshes have on the construction of the operators M 0 and M 1 from Thm. 2.1. In essence, the fine meshes give three successive local mesh refinements (from 10 × 10 to 20 × 20 to 30 × 30) on which the local operators will be constructed. As shown in the figure, there is a negligible difference in the respective errors, thus illustrating that the fine scale on which the operators are computed does not have a significant effect on the error resulting from the proposed method. Furthermore, the results show that the original 120 × 120 mesh is sufficiently fine to resolve the necessary scales in the KL expansion. To further illustrate the convergence of the proposed MsFEM approach, we offer various elliptic solution plots in Fig. 5.11 . In addition to the solution plots we offer the relative errors |||u h − u J,h |||/|||u h |||. As J increases, we see that the relative error steadily decreases from 3.6% to 0.8%.
We also consider the log-normal coefficient to test the convergence properties of the proposed approach. The energy norm and bound plots may be seen in Fig. 5.12 , where strength values of s c = 0.88 and s c = 0.9 are used. As expected, we see that the solutions converge and that a smaller η value yields a tighter bound. For this case, we also offer an illustration of various solution plots along with the relative errors values. See Fig. 5.13 for the convergence illustration. We note that as J, the relative error decreases from 1.0% to 0.2%. In this case we see that the initial error is less than its counterpart from the KLE coefficient. This is not unexpected since the KLE expansion represents a stronger form of heterogeneity (refer back to Fig. 5.9) .
In addition to the results presented above, we also consider a variety of coarse mesh configurations for comparison. To recall, all previous examples in this subsec- tion were obtained from a fixed 12 × 12 coarse mesh. However, it is also fitting to illustrate the effects of different mesh configurations on the solution error. In particular, Fig. 5 .14 contains the errors quantities |||u − u J,h ||| (left) and |||u h − u J,h ||| (right) for a variety of mesh configurations and J values. The errors are obtained from the same KLE coefficient data with m = 16. We note that the left set of errors (the errors between the standard FEM solution and the proposed MsFEM solution) are essentially constant regardless of the value of J. In other words, the dominant source of error is clearly from the multiscale solution method, and the error between standard MsFEM and the proposed method is negligible. In addition, we see that a refinement of the coarse mesh yields a smaller error, which is to be expected from a multiscale solution technique. Of particular interest are the right set of errors |||u h − u J,h |||, which are computed using the same coarse mesh configurations. Most importantly, we see that a successive refinement of the coarse mesh does not significantly affect the error between standard MsFEM and the proposed method. We note that a refined coarse mesh does lead to a slight decrease in the error, however, it is clear from Fig. 5 .14 that the proposed method is not sensitive with respect to the coarse mesh configuration. In particular, it is evident that J is the parameter which dictates the respective errors.
5.3. Stochastic elliptic solution using the Monte Carlo method. In this subsection we address the stochastic problem described in Sect. 4. To begin, we are first interested in testing the stochastic bounds which are proved in Thm. 4.1. We remark that this stochastic result is analogous to the deterministic bounds offered in 
4) where the index s denotes a fixed sample value. In particular, we generate a stochastic field, compute the corresponding energy norms for s = 1, . . . , N , and obtain an average over the samples. For the right hand side of the inequality
, we use the same type of Monte Carlo approximation for the stochastic integrals and we use the fully resolved FEM solution for u. In order to verify the bounds, we focus on a stochastic field which is generated from a truncated KL expansion. For the results in this subsection we employ correlation lengths of l x = l y = 0.1 and a variance of σ 2 = 1.0 for the field construction. The series expansion is truncated at n = 20 terms, and the coefficient is posed on a 64 × 64 fine mesh. We assume that the random coefficients θ i (i = 1, . . . To verify the bounds in Thm. 4.1 we offer two representative plots in Fig. 5.16 . The left hand side was obtained by keeping m = 14 terms in the original 20 term expansion, and the right hand side was obtained by keeping m = 18 terms in the original expansion. We note that more terms in the KL expansion (resulting in a smaller average η value) yields a tighter bound, and that the expected energy norms deplete rapidly. These results are consistent with those obtained from the deterministic fields.
To further illustrate the behavior of the stochastic problem we recall the energy ratio
, where λ i are the eigenvalues from the KL expansion. We note that as m increases this value is expected to quickly increase (in other words, 1 − E(m) will quickly decrease). As more terms in the KL expansion typically yield smaller errors from the series approximation, we expect consistent behavior between 1 − E(m) vs. the mean and variance quantities of the energy norm of the error, |||u h − u J,h |||. norm quantities and the energy ratio. For both plots we use J = 2 for the basis function approxmations. For both the energy norm mean and variance comparisons, we note that as 1 − E(m) increases, the respective statistical values also increase. In particular, we see that less terms in the KL expansion yield errors that grow algebraically with respect to a decreasing energy ratio.
To finish this subsection we offer statistical comparisons obtained from the reference (standard) MsFEM solution u h and the proposed MsFEM solution u J,h . See Fig. 5.18 for a comparison between the mean and variance of the respective elliptic solutions. We note that any differences are nearly undetectable, further verifying the accuracy of the proposed method.
5.4. Stochastic elliptic solution using the parameter reduction collocation. In this subsection we address the alternative parameter reduction collocation approach as described in Subsection 4.2. In particular, we are interested in testing the accuracy of Monte Carlo sampling with standard MsFEM, versus random parameter reduction collocation with the proposed MsFEM approach using the Green's kernel. Throughout this section we recall that the total error can be decomposed into two main components. Namely, the error can be decomposed into the splitting error e spl , and the collocation error e col = e col (J, m, L). In order to assess the significance Table 5 .1, the parameter reduction approach closely recovers each individual sample of the elliptic solution, and a higher interpolation level leads to smaller errors. In all cases we note that the relative errors do not exceed 1%. Although the individual sample results are promising, we are most interested in the statistical behavior of the respective solutions. In Fig. 5.19 we offer analogous results to those found in the previous subsection. Namely, we plot 1 − E(m) vs. the mean and variance quantities of the relative errors, |||u h −ũ J,h |||/|||u h ||| and |||u h − u J,h |||/|||u h |||, where we recall that u J,h denotes the standard MsFEM solution technique combined with Monte Carlo sampling. In essence, we use these expected errors as benchmarks for comparison with the proposed method. More specifically, we are interested in comparing standard MsFEM with Monte Carlo sampling against the proposed MsFEM approach with parameter reduction collocation. We first note that an increase in interpolation level clearly yields a decrease in the relative error values. The level 2 interpolation errors nearly match the Monte Carlo results, and this slight discrepancy may be viewed as a trade of the increased efficiency of the proposed method. In other words, for a moderate collocation level it is natural to expect some minimal error contributions from collocation. However, the level 3 interpolation yields errors that are nearly identical to the Monte Carlo results. This is due to the fact that the collocation error is essentially dimished, and the only remaining error is due to the splitting. This will be discussed in further detail below. In Fig. 5.20 we single out the L = 3 results and plot them with the Monte Carlo results. We again note that the discrepancies are neglible, and point out the similarities in the statistical behavior which is illustrated in Fig. 5.17 . In particular, we again encounter an increase of the mean and variance quantities with respect 1 − E(m) which is solely due to the splitting configuration. In addition to the high level of accuracy we obtain for a larger interpolation level, we emphasize that all plots from Fig. 5 .19 illustrate relative errors that do not exceed 1%. Even though the level 1 results do not closely match the Monte Carlo results, a neglible error of < 1% may be completely acceptable for many applications. In particular, the small vertical scale should be duely noted. From the L = 1 results we conclude that the proposed sampling method is not sensitive with respect to E(m), and fewer terms may be kept in the KL expansion without a significant loss in accuracy. This is due to the fact that e col is dominant for the basic collocation level. These results can be viewed as a potential limitation and advantage of the approach if a level 1 interpolant is used. It may be a potential limitation because the addition of terms does not decrease the expected error significantly. However, these results may also be viewed as an advantage since 14 terms in a 20 term KL expansion (for example) yields similar errors as 18 terms in a 20 terms KL expansion. Thus, fewer terms may be used in the decomposition with a neglible loss in accuracy. However, as the results show, no sacrifice in accuracy is necessary if a higher interpolation level is used. This would simply amount to more precomputation steps in which additional sparse grid points are considered for the Smolyak interpolant.
We also test the sensitivity of the approach with respect to the number of terms J which are kept in Eq. (4.6). All previous results in this subsection were obtained from a value of J = 1 in the expansions; however, it is fitting to offer a comparison between solutions obtained by keeping more terms in the expansion. For the following comparisons we use the same level 1 interpolation results as seen in Fig. 5.19 and test the results corresponding to J = 1 and J = 4. In Fig. 5.21 we note that the method does not exhibit sensitivity with respect to J. This is again due to the fact that the collocation error is dominant for a level L = 1 interpolation. We see that the mean errors may be slightly decreased by keeping more terms in the series expansion, yet this increase in accuracy is subtle. This may be attributed to the fact that the L = 1 Green's function interpolant I m G(Θ 0 ) in Eq. (4.6) does not guarantee faster convergence depending on the number of terms kept in the series expansion. More specifically, the dominant collocation error is inhereted through the iterative procedure. As more terms do not yield a significant gain in accuracy, keeping less terms is preferable in this low interpolation level setting. However, as the splitting error becomes dominant (i.e., a higher interpolation level is considered) using more J terms would, in fact, result in more pronounced accuracy. We next elaborate on some additional effects of a higher interpolation level.
To finish this section we offer detailed relative error comparisons for |||u h − u J,h |||/|||u h ||| (total error), |||u h −u J,h |||/|||u h ||| (splitting error), and |||ũ J,h −u J,h |||/|||u h ||| (collocation error). In doing so, the aim is to solidify the contention that a higher interpolation level indeed diminishes the the collocation error. In turn, if the neglible total error (< 1%) which results from a lower level interpolation (e.g., L = 1) is not suitable, a higher level interpolation (e.g., L = 3) may be used to negate the collocation error. To reiterate, u J,h denotes a solution obtained from the proposed MsFEM approach with Monte Carlo sampling, andũ J,h denotes a solution obtained from the proposed MsFEM approach with parameter reduction. See Fig. 5.22 for an illustration of the various errors. We introduce a slight abuse of the original notation from Subsection 4.2, and use e to denote the total relative error, e spl to denote the relative splitting error, and e col to denote the relative collocation error in Fig. 5.22 . In the left hand side of Fig. 5.22 we note that the smallest errors result from the proposed MsFEM combined with Monte Carlo sampling (i.e., the splitting error is small). In addition, the total error and collocation error are comparable. Thus, we conclude that the collocation approach yields the dominant soure of error for a low level interpolant. However, we note the significant difference in the right hand side of Fig. 5.22 . In this case we note two important factors. First, the total error from a L = 3 interpolant is smaller than its L = 1 counterpart (as expected). Furthermore, we see that the splitting error is now the dominant source of error, and the collocation error is much smaller. In other words, an increase in the interpolation level accomplishes the task of significantly reducing the collocation error. Thus, we conclude that for a higher interpolation level the parameter reduction approach behaves much like the standard Monte Carlo counterpart due to the minimal effect of collocation error.
6. Conclusions. In this paper we present a new MsFEM approach for solving elliptic equations with coefficients that vary on many length scales and contain uncertainties. Through considering a coefficient decomposition combined with a Green's function approach, we are able to construct new MsFEM solutions which closely recover traditional MsFEM solutions. In a deterministic setting, rigorous error estimates and bounds are first presented for a representative basis function within the MsFEM approximation space. Using the initial basis function results, we offer a rigorous error analysis describing the behavior of the elliptic solutions that are sought in the space that is spanned by the new multiscale basis functions. Under appropriate assumptions on the coefficient splitting configuration, we are ultimately able to construct approximate solutions which nicely converge to a benchmark solution. The basis function and elliptic solution analysis are thoroughly verified through a number of representative numerical examples. In a stochastic setting, the proposed solution method is shown to reduce the number of sample solutions that must be constructed for assessing the statistical behavior of the system. In particular, the splitting gives rise to a situation where the random parameter dimension can be reduced, and where stochastic collocation becomes an efficient alternative to direct Monte Carlo sampling. As the parameter reduction sampling approach involves a number of pre-computation steps that are completely independent, this approach is especially desirable in a parallel setting. Analogous error bounds are derived for the stochastic problem, and the successful performance of the proposed method is verified through a variety of numerical examples. 
As a consequence, it follows immediately that Performing integration by parts and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for Eq. (B.3), then we obtain
